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Glauber's model of the polyatomic photodetector, which reduces to a harmonic oscillator interacting 
with the field, is considered. The photocount generating function for this model is computed exactly 
by the functional method in the rotating-wave approximation without the use of perturbation theory. 
In the case of coherent-field detection this distribution is a Poisson distribution whose parameter is 
expressible in terms of the solution to a system of two linear integro-differential equations. The effect 
of the thermal fluctuations in the photodetector is considered, and it is shown that the 
photocount-probability distribution in coherent-field detection by a heated detector deviates from the 
Poisson distribution, the deviation increasing with the detector temperature. 

INTRODUCTION 

Photocounting statistics is usually investigated with 
the aid of perturbation theory and some additional hy
potheses of probabilistic nature (see [l-4 1). In this case 
for any steady state of the electro-magnetic field the 
computation leads to the Poisson distribution. This 
distribution arises as a result of arguments (quite justi
fied in the framework of perturbation theory) of proba
bilistic nature used in its derivation. But the poly
atomic detector-field interaction Hamiltonian is pro
portional to the number of atoms, and for a macro
scopic detector the perturbation-theory calculation may 
turn out to be incorrect if its quantum yield is not low. 
Since photodetectors with high quantum yields have now 
been developed [51, this question has assumed practical 
importance. 

To carry out in the general case the corresponding 
computations for the polyatomic photon detector without 
recourse to perturbation theory is hardly possible. 
However, we can use the model proposed by Glauber(1], 
which treats the photodetector as conSisting of "two
level" atoms with a level spacing of nw. To the excita
tion of n atoms of this system corresponds an excita
tion energy of nnw, so that such a system is, to a high 
degree of accuracy, equi valent to a harmonic oscillator. 
The equivalent oscillator-field interaction Hamiltonian 
is proportional to the total number N of detector 
atoms(1], as a result of which the interaction can be 
fairly strong. 

Although it is not quite clear to what extent this 
model can account for the properties of a real photo
detector, it is of interest to study it, since in such a 
formulation of the problem it proves to be possible to 
derive without the use of perturbation theory explicit 
expressions for the probabilities of transition of the 
oscillator to the n-th excited state, which, in the pres
ent model, is interpreted as the probability of detecting 
n photons. 

The direct solution of the problem is preceded by 
Sec. 1, in which a convenient representation, which 
considerably reduces the number of independent vari
ables, is introduced for the electromagnetic -field oper
ators. In the second section, the Schrodinger equation 
of the problem under consideration is written in the 
form of an equation with functional derivatives, and its 
solution is found in the form of a Gaussian functional. 
For the coefficients of the quadratic form of this func
tional, a system of integro-differential equations is 
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derived. In the third section the general form of the 
probability distribution for the post-interaction states 
of the photodetector is found by integrating over all the 
final states of the field. The closing fourth section of 
the paper is devoted to the elucidation of the possible 
role of the thermal noise of the detector. 

1. A-REPRESENTATION OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
FIELD 

Let a~(k) and av(k) be the creation and annihilation 
operators for a photon of wave vector k and polariza
tion eV(k), operators which satisfy the commutation 
relation 

[a, (k), a,,' (k') 1 =iiv,o (k-k'). 

The vectors e V (k) (/I '" 1, 2) satisfy the relations 

e" (k) e'(k) ~o," 
ke' (k) ~O, e.'(k) e/(k) =o'j-k,k/k' 

(1.1 ) 

(1.2 ) 

(a repeated Latin index implies summation with respect 
to that index over the range from 1 to 3, while a re
peated Greek polarization index implies summation over 
the range from 1 to 2). 

Let us consider the operator 

l(r)=-8i ,sS dQ(n) SSdQ(m) S k"dk(n+m)(e' (n)e"(m» 
n 0 (1.3) 

x exp[ --ik (n-m)r la, + (kn)a,(km), 

where nand m are unit vectors and dO(n) is an ele
ment of solid angle. The operator I, which was intro
duced in[61, has the meaning of an operator for the num
ber of photons that cross a unit of area around the point 
r during an infinite period of time. The operator I com
mutes with the free-field Hamiltonian 

H, =..!... S d3khck[a. + (k) a, (k) +a, (k)a, + (k) ], (1.4) 
2 

but different components Ij (r) do not commute with 
each other. We use the eigenvectors of the operator is 
for the construction of the basis. For this purpose, let 
us consider the eigenvalue equation 

(1.5) 

We shall seek the solution to this equation among the 
one-photon Fock states: 

II>~ S !,(x)a,+(x) IO)d'x. (1.6 ) 

Substituting (1.6) into (1.5) and multiplying from the left 
by the state (0 I av'(k'n'), we obtain an integral equation 
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for the function FII(kn) = exp(ikn.r)fll(kn), an equa
tion which has the form 

where 

eNn) [n,B,+B,,] =1.F.(kn) , i=3, 

k' 
B;(k)=-IIdQ(m)el'(m)F.(km), 

R~' 

(1.7) 

k' (1.8) 
Blj(k) = -II dQ(m) m,et(m)F.(km). 

Bn' 

The dependence of F iJ. on n is determined by the left
hand side of the formula (1.7). Substituting the left-hand 
side of (1.7) into the relations (1.8) multiplied by Ii, and 
evaluating the integrals, we obtain a system of equations 
for Bj and Bij: 

k' k' 
I,B; = "3n B'j, I,B,j = 30n [41)"B;-I),;B,-I),;B,]. (1.9) 

Setting i = 3 and equating to zero the determinant of 
the resulting system of 12 equations, we find the eigen
values: 

k' 
l±l(k)=±--_, 

3nY5 
I±Z(k) =J±'(k) = ±. k'Y~, 

3nY5 
r= ... =I"=O. 

(1.10 ) 

In a spherical system of coordinates, where 

n= (cos '1' sin e, sin '1' sin e, cos e), 

e'(n) =(cos '1' cos e, sin '1' cos e, -sin e), e'(n) = (-sin '1', cos '1', 0), 

the functions Fq( kn) (q is the number of the eigen
value) have the ~ollowing form: 

F.' (kn) = I) (k-k,) Z.' (n), 
ko 

Z,±'(e, <p)=l'3/16nsine(1±l'5cose), Z,±'=O, 

Z,±2(e, '1') =-y3/16n cos '1' cos e(1± 1'5/2 cos e), 

Z,±Z(e, '1') = -l'3/16n sin '1'(1± 1'5/2 cos e), 
Z,±' (e, '1') =l'3/16n sin '1' cos e (1± 1'5/2 cos e), 

Z,±' (e, <p) =1'3/16n cos '1' (1±l'5/2 cos e). 

(1.11) 

The functions z~( n) determined by the formulas (1.11) 
satisfy the condition 

JJ Z.'(n)Z.··· (n)dQ(n) =I),q' (1.12) 

The solutions corresponding to the zero values of I are, 
as follows from (1.7), determined by the conditions 
B3 = 0 and B3j = 0, or, in accordance with (1.8) (for 
q ,,< ±1, ±2, or ±3), by the conditions 

n,'=' JJ dQ(m)e'(m)Z:(m) =0, 
(1.13 ) JJ dQ(m)m,et(m)Z:(m) =0. 

The system (1.13) can be solved easily by expanding 
z~ in series in trigonometric functions and the 

Legendre polynomials in cp and e. It can also be easily 
shown that the functions z~( e, rp) form a complete 
system of functions on a sphere if q assumes the values 
corresponding to I = 0, as well as the values -3:s q 
:s 3. We shall assume that the functions za are ortho
normalized by the condition (1.12) not only for -3:s q 
:s 3, but for all q. Then the completeness condition for 
this system assumes the form 

L,Z"(n)Z; '(m) =1).,I),(n-m), (1.14 ) 

where 1)2 (n - m) is the two-dimensional delta function 
on the sphere. 

Let us consider the operators 
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A,+(k,r)=k JJ dQ(n)exp(-iknr)Z.'(n)a.+(kn), 

A,(k, r) =k I IdQ(n)exp (iknr)Z; '(n)a.(kn). 
(1.15 ) 

Using the orthogonality condition (1.12), we can easily 
show that 

[A,(k, r), A,.+(k', r)]=l)qq.c5(k-k'). (1.16 ) 

Multiplying (1.15) by Z~q(m), summing over all q, and 
using (1.14), we easily obtain the inverse (to 1.15) 
transformations: 

a, + (km) =k-' exp (ikmr) L,Z; '(m)A,+ (k, r), 

(1.17) 
a,,(km) =k-' exp( -ikmr) L,Z:(m)A,(k, r), 

which express the operators aM and aiJ. in terms of 
Aq and Aq . 

Substituting (1.17) into the expressions for the vari
ous operators in the representation of second quantiza
tion, we can express the operators in the A -representa
tion. Thus, the Hamiltonian of the field has the form 

1/,=+ L, I dkhck[A,+(k,r)Aq(k,r)+A,(k,r)A,+(k,r)]. (1.18) 
, 0 

Let us now consider the vector-potential operator, which, 
in the Heisenberg representation with the Coulomb 
gauge, is of the form 

A(r, t) =!.!:.:..I d3~ e' (k) [e'"·-""a. (k) +e-'k<+"hta• + (k)]. 
2n -Vk 

Substituting (1.17) into this expression, and going over 
to spherical coordinates k = kn, d 3 k = k2 dkdn(n), we 
obtain 

{i/;' ~ -
A(r,t)=2,;-L,n, I dkl'k[e-""A,(k,r)+e""A,+(k,r)]. (1.19) 

'1=_ 3 0 

Here nq is a vector determined by the left-hand side of 
(1.13) for q = ±1, ±2, ±3. Since, according to (1.13), 
nq = 0 for the remaining values of q, the sum in (1.19) 
is extended only to the values -3:s q :s 3. The advan
tage of the representation under consideration consists 
precisely in the fact that for the given point r it 
separates out in explicit form the states with electric 
fields that do not vanish at this point. The nonzero 
values of nq computed with the aid of (1.11) have the 
form 

D±, = (0,0, -1'4n/3), D±,= 0'4,,;/3,0,0), D±,= (0, 1'4,,;/3, 0). (1.20) 

If we differentiate (1.15) with respect to r and then re
place a~ by the right-hand side of (1.17), then it is easy 
to obtain the equation determining the dependence of 
Aq on the coordinates: 

aA,(k, r) ik ~ B,"·A,. (k, r). B,'" = IIm,Z; '(m)Z/ (m)dQ(m). 
ax, .l....l 

" (1.21) 

The solution to this equation (in matrix form) has the 
form 

A(k, r+r') =exp (ikBr'}A(k, r). (1.22 ) 

Since B{q' ~ 1, it follows from (1.22) that for kr' « 1 

the solution A (k, r + r') "" A (k, r). Consequently, the 
representation of A(r, t) in the form (1.19) can also be 
used in the vicinity of the point r in a region of linear 
dimension of the order of a wavelength. 
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2. SOLUTION OF THE SCHRODINGER EQUATION 
FOR AN OSCILLATOR INTERACTING WITH A FIELD 

Let us denote by b+ and b the creation and annihila
tion operators for the oscillator. In the Heisenberg 
representation for the free o~cillator, they have the 
form b+(t) = eiwtb+, bit) = e-1wtb, where 

[b, b+] =1. (2.1) 

Let us choose the equi valent-oscillator-field interaction 
Hamiltonian in the form[ll 

eN (hwm )'1. H •• ,=--pA., p=i -- W(t)-b(t». 
me _ 2_ 

(2.2 ) 

In (2.2) we have introduced the simplifying assumption 
that the detector responds only to the x component of 
the field. We shall assume that the dimensions of the 
detector do not exceed the wavelength of the radiation. 
Then the representation (1.19) can be used in the entire 
region where the detector is located. According to (1.19) 
and (1.20), the x component is different from zero only 
for q = ±2. Furthermore, since nz = n_z, 

Ax(r, t) = ih~ V 41' 1 dkl'k{e-ih"[A,(k, r) +A_,(k, r)] 
21' 3 0 (2.3) 

+eih", [A, + (k, r) +A_,+ (k, r) ]}. 

Let us introduce the new operators: 

a(k)= ~[A2(k,r)+A_,(k,r)], a+(k)= ~[A,+(k,r)+A_2+(k,r)]. 
Y2 1'2 (2.4) 

Then, on account of (1.16), 

[ark), a+(k')]=b(k-k'). (2.5 ) 

Substituting the expressions (2.3) and (2.4) into (2.2), 
we obtain the interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction 
representation: 

H,.,(t) =ieNhV ol/31'mc[e-'·'b-ei·'b+] S dkYk[e-"ota(k) +e""a+ (k) ]. (2.6) . 
The Schrodinger equation in the interaction representa
tion 

al'l'(t» 
ih Elf =H,n,(t) I'l'(t» (2.7) 

after the introduction of the dimensionless variables 
T = wt, K = ck/ wand the operators {3+( K), (3( K) defined 
by the relations 

a(k)=l'c/w~(x), a+(k)=l'c/w~+(x), [~(x), ~+(x')]=I)(x-x'), (2.8) 

assumes the form 

g[e-i'b-ei'b+] S dxl'-;;[e-i"~(x)+e'''~+(x)]I'l'(-r:», (2.9) 
o 

where g = Ne f w/31Tmc 3 is the dimensionless interac
tion constant. 

The interaction Hamiltonian in (2.9) contains the 
term [e-i (K+1)Tb{3(K) - ei (K+1)Tb+{3+(K)). The presence 
of this term in the Hamiltonian leads to a situation in 
which the ground energy level of the interacting (with 
each other) oscillator-field system turns out to be lower 
than the sum of the energies of the isolated components 
of the system (this can be verified on the example of 
two oscillators interacting through a Hamiltonian of 
this type). This leads to certain difficulties in the solu
tion of the problem. For example, if at the initial mo
ment of time the system is in the state 10, 0) (the 
product of the vacuum states of the oscillator and the 
field), then the excited states of the oscillator will 
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eventually appear. On the other hand, the term under 
consideration contains rapidly oscillating factors and, 
therefore, its contribution is negligible. Below we shall 
employ the rotating-wave approximation, which elimi
nates from the complete interaction Hamiltonian terms 
of the type under consideration. In this case the state 
I 0, 0) is also the ground state of the interacting system, 
so that the above-noted difficulty no longer arises. In 
the rotating-wave approximation the Schrodinger equa
tion (2.9) assumes the form 

al'l'(-r:» =g j dxl';{ei('-"'bV(x)-e-i('-"'b+~(x)}I'l'(-r:». (2.10) 
a-r: 0 

We realize the operators band b + with the aid of 
differential operators, the operators {3( K) and {3+ (K ) 
with the aid of the corresponding functional-differentia
tion operators [7 J: 

i EI 
b=--+ix, 

2 ax 

i b 
~(x)=---+iu(x), 

2 Ilu(x) 

i EI 
b+=2a:;-ix, 

i b . 
V(x)=----m(x). 

2 bU(x) 

(2.11 ) 

As can easily be verified, the thus introduced operators 
satisfy the requisite commutation relations. The state 
vector I \fI( T) is then realizable in the form of a func
tion of x and T and a functional of u( .): l.v( T) 
= .v[ x, u ( . ); T]. 

We define a scalar product by the formula 

<<DI'I')="Y2I1' S dx SDu<D'[x,u(-)]'I'[x,u(-)], (2.12 ) 

where 

~ (2dx) 'I, 
Du= II -----;- du(x). (2.13) ._0 

The scalar product (2.12) has been chosen such that the 
normalized (to unity) vacuum state of the system has the 
form 

10>=Elxp{-x'- f u'(x)dx}, (010)=1, .. 
since, on account of (2.13), the relation 

S Duexp{-2 S u'(x)dx}=1. 
o 

(2.14) 

is fulfilled. We shall subsequently need the explicit form 
of the coherent states of the oscillator and the field. 
They are given by the formulas 

~".(x) =exp {- [x'+2i~x+ (Im~) 'l}, 

1/2~ . 
b~".(.10)=~~,o.(x), V -;-L~"'(X)~",,(X)dX=1, 

(2.15 ) 

tD".[u] = exp{ - f [u' (x) +2iz (x) u(x) + (1m z(x» ']dx}, 

(2.16) 

Equation (2.10), after the substitution of the operators 
(2.11), assumes the form 

~ a'l'[;,u;-r:] ~SdXl'~{cos[(X-1)-r:][U(X)~-X-Il-1 
g 't 0 ax Ilu (x) 

[ 1 all]} (2.17) 
+2isin[ (x-1)-r:] xu(x)-'4h bU(x) '1'. 

This equation can be satisfied if we seek .v[ x, u; T] in 
the form of a Gaussian functional of the following form: 

'l' [x, u; 't] = exp {- I u' (x) dx-x'-2i'l (-r:)x-2i j £ (x, -r:) u (x) dx-v (-r:) } . 
o 0 

(2.18 ) 
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Substituting (2.18) into (2.17), we easily obtain the fol
lowing equations for the functions Tf, ~, and v: 

j d'l(1:) S~ -
---~- dxl'xexp[-i(x-1h16(x,1:), 

g d1: , 

1 os(x,1:) -
----~ l'xexp[i(x-1h)'l(1:), 

g ih 

1 dV(1:) J---- ~-2i'l(1:) dx 1'x sin [ (x-1)1:)6(x, 1:). 
g d1: 0 

(2.19 ) 

(2.20 ) 

(2.21 ) 

If the introduced functions satisfy Eqs. (2.19 )-(2 .21), 
then the functional (2.18) is a solution to the Schrodinger 
equation (2.17). Notice that Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) are 
linear, and do not depend on Eq. (2.21), which guaran
tees the preservation of the normalization. 

In order to formulate the initial conditions for the 
obtained equations, we must consider initial states of 
the same form as (2.18). As the initial states, we can 
consider the coherent states of the oscillator and the 
field. Since, as noted in[8], a coherent state can be 
treated as the generating function for n-particle states, 
we can express the solution to the problem in the gen
eral case in terms of the solution to the problem with 
such initial conditions (in the fourth section of the paper 
we consider, using such a procedure, the influence of 
the thermal fluctuations). 

We shall first consider the case when the initial field 
is in a coherent state of the form (2.16) and the oscilla
tor is in the vacuum state: 

'l'[x,u;Ol~.exp{-x'- j u'(x)dx-2i j z(x)u(x)dx- j [Imz(x)]'dx}. 
, , , 

(2,22 ) 

Then the initial conditions for the Eqs. (2,19 )-(2 ,21) 
assume the form 

'l(O)~O, s(x,O)~z(x), v(O)~ J [Imz(x)]'dx. 

3. THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE 
OSCILLATOR STATES 

(2,23) 

Let us suppose that the functions Tf and ~ have been 
found. Let 1 <Pm ) be a complete set of basis field states. 
The amplitude of the probability of transition of the 
system to the state 1 fcoh' <Pm), where fcoh(X) 
= exp ( _x2 - 2ifx - (1m f)2) is the final coherent state 
of the oscillator and f = foeiT , is equal to 

(3.1 ) 

Then the probability of transition to this state has the 
form 

2 ~ ~ 

I <'l' If"h, <!lm> I' ~ -;:;- S dx S dx' S Du S Du' 'l"[x, u; 1:] 'l' [x', u'; 1:] 

(3.2 ) 

If we sum this expression over all the possible final 
states of the field, then, on account of the completeness 
of the set of functionals <Pm [u ], we obtain the relation 

.E IlDm> <<!lml~1 or .E <!lm'[U')<!lm[ul~o~[u(·)-u'(·)], 
where 15 00 is a delta functional. Then we obtain from 
(3.2) for the probability of transition to the final state 
1 fcoh) of the oscillator the expression 
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2 ~ ~ • 
P,(f,f')~-;:;- S dx S dx' /"h(X)f, .. (x') S Du 'l"[x, u; 1:)'l'[x', u; 1:). (3.3) 

Let us consider the function 

Q(x,X',1:)~ S Du 'l"[x,U;1:)'l'[x',u; 1:). 

Substituting (2.18) into this expression, we obtain 

Q(x, x', 1:)=exp (-x'-x"+2i'l'(1:)x-2i'l(1:)x'-2Re v(1:)}Q,(1:), (3.4) 

where 

Q, ~ S Du exp {-2 j [u'(x) -21m sex, 1:)u(x) )dx} 
, (3.5 ) 

= exp {2 j[Im sex, 1:) )'dx} J Duexp { -2 j [u(x)-Im sex, 1:) )'dx}. 
• 0 

The continuous integral entering here is reduced by the 
change of variables u - 1m i; = u' to the normalization 
integral (2.14)[9], and is therefore equal to unity. Thus, 

Q,=exp{2 j!Ims(x,1:)]'dX}. (3,6) , 
Now substituting (3.4) and (3.6) into (3.3), and perform
ing the integration over x and x', we obtain 

P,(j, f)=A('r) exp {-ff'+'l' (1:)f+'l ('r)f'}. (3,7) 

The probabilities Pn( T) of excitation of the n-th 
level of the oscillator are expressible in terms of the 
found function PT(f, f*). Indeed, if the state of the os
cillator is described by the vector 1 z/! >, then PT(f, f*) 
= 1 < z/! 1 fcoh ) 12, where 

If"h>=exp(-lf'1/2) ~ r In>. 
4..J tn! 
11=0 

Substituting this expression into PT( f, f*), we obtain 

~- rrm 
P,(f,j')~exp(--Ifl) .-<1jJln><1jJlm>·. (3.8) 

l'n!m! 
n,m=O 

If we write the expansion of the function eff*PT in a 
Taylor series in f and f*: 

efj' P,(f,f')= ~ f"f'm [ a"+mell'P,(f,!,)] 
4..J n! m! ar arm I~I'~; 

n,m=O 

then comparing this expansion with (3.8), we obtain 

<1jJln> <1jJlm>' ~ 1 [an+meII'P,(f,f')] . 
l'n!m! at" arm I~I'~O 

Setting m = n here, we obtain for the probability of 
transition of the oscillator from the initial vacuum 
state to the final state 1 n) the expression 

1 [( a' n ] Pn(T)=I<1jJln)I'~- --) ell'p,(f,1') . 
n! af iif' I_I'~O 

(3.9 ) 

Let us now find the generating function of the factor
ial moments [3] : 

(3.10 ) 

As is well known, we can obtain from QT(r) the factor
ial moments 

. d"Q,("() I Lm==n(n-l) ... (n-m+t)=(-1)m-d-m- , 
"( ,-, (3.11 ) 

as well as the probabilities 

Pm(1:)~ (_1)m d"Q,(,,() I 
m! d"(m '~1 

(3.12) 

Substituting (3.9) into (3.10), we obtain 
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w (1-1)" a')n If' • 
Q,(l)=\"' --(-- e p,(j,f)I,-t"-o 

l....l n! afar 
n_O 

a' } =exp{(1-1)-- eJrp,(j.r)I,~r~o. 
af ar 

Let us set f '" v + iw, f* '" v -iw. Then 

a' 1 a' a' 
af af' = -,;;- (av' + aw') 

and 

{ 1-1 a'} {1-"( a'} Q,(,,()=exp ---- exp ----
4 all' 4 aw' 

(3.13 ) 
xexp(v'+w')P,(v+iw, v-iw) I.~w_o. 

Using the formula 

( a' ) 1 w [(X-X') 2 ] 
exp t- f(x)=----=S exp ---- f(x')dx', 

ax' 2l':n:t 4t 

which can be easily proved by reducing it to the heat 
equation, we find the general relation connecting QT (I') 
and PT(f,f*): 

1 S~S [ "(ff'] Q,(l)= :n:(1-1) _00 exp - 1-,,( P,(f,f')d'f. (3.14) 

where d2 f "'d(Re Od(Im 0. Substituting (3.7) into this 
expression, and evaluating the integral, we obtain the 
final expression for the generating function: 

Q.(y)=exp{-ll,,(-r) I'}. (3.15) 

The normalization constant A( T) is eliminated by the 
obvious condition QT ( 0) '" 1. 

The function (3.15) is the generating function of the 
Poisson distribution. It differs from the corresponding 
expression obtainable with the aid of perturbation 
theory in that the quantity 1) ( T) entering into it differs 
from the quantity obtainable in the perturbation-theory 
calculation. In particular, there does not arise the 
typical perturbation-theory difficulty connected with the 
fact that the transition probabilities eventually begin to 
exceed unity. The obtained result is valid for any arbi
trarily large value of the time if we are able to find the 
function 1)( T) for such a value. Furthermore, the above 
derivation of the formula (3.15) is free from the use of 
the additional, essentially purely probabilistic, argu
ments with the aid of whic h this formula is usually justi
fied. 

4. THE EFFECT OF THE THERMAL FLUCTUATIONS 
IN THE DETECTOR ON THE PHOTOCOUNTING 
STATISTICS 

We can also consider in the framework of the above
employed model the influence of the thermal fluctuations 
in the photodetector on the photocounting statistics. If at 
the initial moment of time the detector has a tempera
ture T, then the probability of finding the oscillator in 
the m-th excited state is equal to 

wm=[1-exp(-:;)]exp(-m:;). (4.1) 

Instead of solving the problem with the initial oscil
lator state 1m), let us first consider the auxiliary 
problem when at t '" 0 the oscillator is in a coherent 
state It) of the form (2.15). The solution of interest to 
us is easily expressible in terms of the solution to this 
auxiliary problem. 

In the case when at t '" 0 both the field and the oscil
lator are in coherent states, the initial conditions for 
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the Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) will have the following form: 

'l(O)=~, £(x,O)=z(x). (4.2) 

As a result of this, the probability P n ( T) of excitation 
of the n-th oscillator level, which is given by the previ
ous formula (3.9), also becomes a function of t and 
t*: PI t)-I n) '" Pt-n(t, t*). Let us average the 
values of the n-th level excitation probabilities over the 
distribution (4.1): 

(4.3) 

The quantity Pn is expressible in terms of the auxil
iary function P t- n ( t, t*) with the aid of the formula 

P. = [ex!, (:;) -1] sj exp{ - I exp (:;) -1] ~~'}P'_n(~' ~.)d: . 
(4.4) 

The derivation of this formula is similar to the deriva
tion of the formula (3.14) from (3.7), except that the 
initial coherent state It) is expanded in a series in 
In) ; therefore, we shall not give it here. 

Averaging the formula (3.10), we obtain the analogous 
relation 

Q. (1) = [ eXJl ( :; ) - 1 ] II exp { - [ exp ( :; ) - 1 ] ~~. } Q, (1. ~. ~') d~~ 
(4.5) 

for the generating functions. 

Now notice that on account of the linearity of the Eqs. 
(2.19) and (2.20) their solutions depend linearly on the 
initial conditions. Therefore, for t". 0 the new solu
tion, which we denote by 1)' (T), will have the form 

ri' (T) =" (T) +~", (T), 

where '1 (T) is the previous solution, which depends 
linearly on z( K), while 1) d T) is the new function. Then, 
substituting 1]' in place of 1) in (3.15), we have 

Q.(,,(. ~, S"]=exJl {-"(I"'I-l"",T-1'1·".~-"(I,,,'I~~·}. (4.6) 

Substituting this expression into (4.5) and performing 
the integration, we obtain 

1/, (1) = (1+nTl)-' eXJl {-n,"( (1+n,,,()-'}. 

Here we have introduced the notations 

nT=I",'(T) I [exp (:;) -1 r 
The first factor in (4.7) 

Q/(y)=(HnTl)-t 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

is the generating function of the Bose-Einstein distribu
tion. The second factor 

(4.9) 

is the generating function of the photocounts for a de
tector at a temperature T. Since (4.7) is a product 
QTQr of the two generating functions, the thermal 
photocounts are statistically independent of the counts 
due to the field. However, as follows from (4.9), for a 
"heated" detector there should be a deviation from the 
Poisson distribution. For example, the variance of the 
photocounts computed on the basis of (4.9) has the form 

a/=n/-n/=n,(1+2n,). (4.10) 

whereas at T '" 0 we should have a~ '" nr. It is possible 
that the values obtained in many experiments for the 
second and higher distribution moments are slightly 
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higher than the "Poisson" values precisely because of 
this effect. 

In conclusion, I should like to thank A. P. Kazantsev 
and B. Ya. Zel'dovich for their critical comments. 
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